Finite detector resolution and limited acceptance require one to apply unfolding methods in high energy physics experiments. Information on the detector resolution is usually given by a set of Monte Carlo events. Based on the experience with a widely used unfolding program (RUN) a modified method has been developed.
THE UNFOLDING PROBLEM
In addition to the imperfections of the detector, there may be further effects between £ and © , which are outside of the experimental control, even with an ideal detector. One example are radiative effects, which in experiments are often corrected afterwards (radiative corrections), but are in their effect similar to detector effects. If the true kinematical quantity is defined at the parton level, further effects from the fragmentation process of partons to the (observable) hadrons influence the measured quantity © . All these effects are of a statistical nature. A typical example for these effects is shown in Figure 1 taken from a Monte Carlo simulation of all three effects. By unfolding, an estimate of the original distribution has to be determined from the distorted measured distribution. Details on the Monte Carlo simulation are given later in Section 3, where the unfolding in this example is discussed in detail.
For the numerical solution of equation (1) the distributions have to be represented by a finite set of parameters. One posssibility is to represent the distributions by histograms, and the resolution function by a matrix. Equation (1) can then be represented by the matrix equation In high energy physics experiments the problem is even more difficult than in other fields. Often the statistics of the measurement is not high and every ( -bin content (which is distributed according to the Poisson distribution around the expected value) has a large statistical fluctuation. Furthermore the resolution function
) is not known analytically, but is represented by a data set from Monte Carlo simulation of the process, based on some assumed distribution MC
and is also statistically limited. Standard methods for the solution of integral equations or linear equations cannot be used in this case.
A simple method like the so-called bin-by-bin correction may be meaningful if the measurements © are very close to the true values £ . Real unfolding methods, taking all the correlations into account, are essential if there are larger effects of transformation and finite resolution. A solution 0 has to be found, with small deviations between the elements of ) 1 0 and the elements of the actually measured histogram C ( . In the maximum likelihood method a function D ¡ E 0 F ¥ is constructed as the negative log of the Likelihood function, which describes the statistical relations between data and result: (4) and the minimum of
Wildly fluctuating results 0 connected to large (negative) correlations between adjacent bins are not acceptable. The approach to get a more reasonable solution is to impose a measure of the smoothness on the result 0 ; this method is called regularization. This technique was proposed independently by Phillips [2] and by Thikhonov [3] . For a function
is often used in the regularization which in the linearized version of the problem can be expressed by a quadratic form
with a positive-semidefinite matrix q (derivatives are replaced by finite differences). Equation (4) is then modified to the form
with a factor t called regularization parameter. 
For the discretized form the function MC ¡ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ can be absorbed in a redefinition of matrix ) and the vector 0 is interpreted as discretization of the hopefully smooth function mult ¡ ¤ £ § ¥
. With this redefinition the equation (2) can remain unchanged. The program RUN [4, 5] for regularized unfolding is available for almost two decades and has been used in many experiments; early applications are [6] and [7] . It is based on the reinterpretation of matrix ) and 0 , as described above, and includes a method for the determination of the regularization parameter t based on the available degrees of freedom. In the method described later in this paper some details are treated differently.
UNFOLDING AS AN ILL-POSED PROBLEM
The problems inherent to unfolding are discussed in a simple special case, assuming a resolution matrix is a square matrix and in the example later in this section the following simple symmetric form is assumed for the matrix ) , which depends on a single parameter ( = migration parameter); for a 5-by-5 matrix the form is
A direct solution for 0 , given a measurement C ( differing from the expectation ) 1 0
with the true vector 0 by statistical fluctuations, is possible with inversion of the matrix
The result has certain good statistical properties, for example it has no bias:
In practice the result is however satisfactory only for a matrix ) with dominating diagonal; the result looks terrible if the matrix ) describes a large migration to neighbour bins. Consequently the problem is called an ill-posed problem. In the following the solution of the equation
1 0
using an orthogonal decomposition is discussed; this will allow some insight into the unfolding problem.
The symmetric matrix ) can be written as
with a transformation matrix In a simulation, Poisson distributed bin contents are assumed in the measurement vector ( . The coefficients for this measured distribution are shown in Figure 3b , together with the level of the statistical error. As expected from the size of the errors, all coefficients with an index above about @ are dominated by the statistical error and therefore do not significantly contribute to the information content of the measurement. For indices above @ even the sign of the coefficient cannot be determined by the measurement.
Using all the "measured" coefficients for the unfolding, the result of Figure 2b is not included in the solution and this may represent a bias. It is an unavoidable bias because these coefficients can not be measured.
The covariance matrix of the result can be calculated by standard error propagation. However it is clear that the covariance matrix is singular and has only rank 10 in this case, because the 20 bins are obtained from 10 measured coefficients (10 degrees of freedom). This property is inherent to the cut-off method and to the regularization method, and was already mentioned in [4] . Such singularity of the covariance matrix can be avoided if the final transformation is to a number of bins identical to the degree of freedoms; only a limited number of bins can be obtained in a measurement with large miration effects.
This method of using a sharp cut-off has to be compared to the regularization method. It has been shown [4] that the use of a regularization function of the type of equation (5) is equivalent to a smooth cut-off; essentially the measured coefficients 7 are multiplied by a factor depending on the curvature of the orthogonal contributions (see Section 3). 1
THE PROPOSED UNFOLDING METHOD
The method proposed here is similar to the method used in RUN; the differences are emphasized in this section. It is expected that the proposed modifications results in more stable solutions. The proposed method requires a large number of rows and columns in the resolution matrix ) . Like in RUN the regularization is determined by the required number of degrees of freedom, which determines the regularization parameter. [4] . In total 100 000 "events" are simulated for "data" and for the MC defining matrix ) . The input function MC ¡ ¤ £ ¦ ¥ (equation (7)) is a constant.
In RUN the discretization for ¢ ¡ ¤ £ § ¥ and for " ¡ © # £ ¦ ¥ was done using cubic B-spline functions; the effect is the same as for simple histograms, namely, the integral equation is transformed to a system of linear equations. However the elements of the vectors are B-spline coefficients instead of bin contents. The advantage is that the parametrized solution is a smooth function and the curvature as defined by equation (5) 
. In a histogram some resolution is lost if bins with a width as large as expected for the final resolution would be used. It is recommended to use initially ) is 1 Sometimes the iterative solution of unfolding problems expressed by the equation
is proposed in the literature without explicit regularization, starting from a "good" initial distribution for Á . Of course equations of this type (with a square matrix) have a unique solution and iterative solutions are slow compared to the direct solution; after a large number of iterations with convergence the same unsatisfactory result as by direct solution will be obtained. However in these proposals only a small number of iterations is recommended. It can be shown that iterative methods can in fact include an implicit regularization [8]: there is a different speed of convergence for the various orthogonal contributions and the small contributions with a small eigenvalue will converge very slowly. Thus after a few iterations the (large) coefficients with large eigenvalues are already accurate; the remaining coefficients are still almost unchanged and thus, for a stop after few iterations, their values are still close to the starting values. There is of course some subjectivity in stopping "early" enough. recommended, to avoid a loss of resolution. Thus the number 2 y 3 of elements is large, and a large sample of Monte Carlo events is required to fill the matrix 
where the constant term containing e.g
C © T 5 Ñ Ð
can be ommited. This expression (10) correctly accounts also for bins with a small number of histogram entries C © 5
. An alternative would be to use the (linear) least squares method with singular value decomposition for the fit. However for small number of entries the use of the Poisson distribution seems to be essential. Furthermore the diagonalization used later in the method is almost equivalent to singular value decomposition (eigenvalues are the squares of the singular values). from the Monte Carlo sample is generated by a distribution which is taken to be Poisson too. The nice feature of this method is that a bias which would be introduced by ignoring the statistical character of the values of the elements 4 6 5 ¤ 7
is avoided and the maximum likelihood error is more realistic. A large number of slack variables (one for each bin) is introduced and has to be treated in the optimzation. A new fast numerical solution method has been developed (see [1] ).
D ¡ E 0 ¥
(see equation (10)). The standard iterative method is based on the representation for the correction Ò 0
with the Hessian Second option: regularization. In this option the regularization is based on the second derivative of the result according to equation (5) , which can be expressed by a quadratic form 0 i q Ö 0 with a positivesemidefinite matrix q . In principle the same procedure is used as in RUN; the mathematical details are given elsewhere [4] . Here a simple explanation is given on the standard mathematical operations 2 , which are orthogonal, with all variances equal to 1 (unit covariance matrix). Because the covariance matrix is equal to the unit matrix, every additional pure rotation will not change the (unit) covariance matrix. In terms of the transformed vector the regularization term can now be written in the form
is the transformed curvature matrix q . Now another diagonalization can be done of matrix . The algebra can be explained in other words: the error ellipsoid related to the Hessian is first rotated to have the axes parallel to the axes of the new system. By a change of the scales the ellipsoid is transformed to a sphere, which will remain a sphere for any further rotation. A last rotation is done to bring the axes into the order of increasing curvature. Thus the required number of degrees of freedom has to be specified and determines the degree of regularization. This number can be taken from the spectrum of the coefficients or amplitudes, shown in Figure  5 . The insignificant part (large @ ) is clearly visible in the spectrum and separated from the significant part (small @ ). The selected value of 2 a ð R ñ should be equal to or larger than the number of significant terms. The unregularized amplitudes, which have standard deviation one, are shown by the left bars; amplitudes above index 15 are compatible with one and represent noise. They would however make a large contribution to the solution, because the corresponding column vectors (Figure 4 ) are large. The regularization effectively damps the amplitude (right bars) around and above index 15, which has been chosen as the number of degrees of freedom here. The significant amplitudes are not affected by the regularization.
The final result of the example (measured distribution in Figure 1 ) is shown in Figure 6 . The left figure shows 30 data points with error bars together with the original (true) distribution; within errors the original distribution is nicely reproduced. The rank of the covariance matrix is about 15, which was chosen as the effective number of degrees of freedom; thus inversion of the covariance matrix, needed e.g. for a least-square fit of a model to the data, is not possible. Although the large number of 30 data points seems to be attractive, the data points should be reduced to 15 data points by combining two bins to one, which then have a full-rank covariance matrix. This set of data points is shown in Figure 6 (right). The broader bins of this set of data points are a consequence of the limited acceptance and finite resolution of the measurement. 
